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INSPIRE
Create a mindset shift through neuroscience.

amyposey.com +1 408 771 6468 amyposey@gmail.com

Keynotes, virtual sessions and
workshops to inspire your

organization through neuroscience.



THRIVING THROUGH CHANGE

amyposey.com

Gaining an extra spark to think differently and learn new ways to innovate
Creating habits around innovation in their day-to-day work
Knowing about their brain and how to use it more effectively

Innovation is a must for any organization or team who wants to thrive. How does your brain actually generate new ideas? How can you
create the environment to be more innovative every day? I share how to make more a-ha moments at work.

Perfect for leaders and teams who will walk away:

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF INNOVATION

Understanding what happens to our brain during change
Learning how to lead themselves effectively through change
Knowing how others may respond to change and what to do to lead them more effectively

How do you feel about change? For most people, it is a huge source of stress, confusion, and distraction. In this keynote, learn how your
brain responds to change and be more effective–thrive through our constantly changing work environment.

Perfect for leaders and teams who will walk away:

Learning how to create and tell a great personal story
Understanding the power of storytelling in building relationships with teams and customers
Building better data stories to reinforce messages

Learn how the brain responds to story and shift your thinking on what great stories you have to share as a leader. Shift your thinking to
audience-focused communication and create stories that inspire people to act. There are 2 “deeper dive” sessions including “Stories You
Should Tell + How To Tell Them” and “Building Better Data Stories” for clients who want to go deeper.

Perfect for leaders and teams who will walk away:

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF STORYTELLING

+1 408 771 6468 amyposey@gmail.com

KEYNOTES
Create a mindset shift through

neuroscience.

These are the 3 most requested keynotes:

Additional brain-based leadership topics are available, including Growth Mindset, Wild Success, Engaging Virtually,
and many others!


